Important Notice
1. Use the same mobile number used for registration to get PIN. So that you can
get the message regarding admission on the same number. Fill the correct
mobile number. You will see that this mobile number does not change till the
end.
2. The entire admission process is completely online. It includes PIN distribution,
registration, college allotment & Reporting and verification.
3. The college will cancel their admission if the certificate uploaded by the
students for online admission is found to be false.
4. Marks should be only of the theory paper of the board examination (marks of
internal examination, marks / grading marks of practical examination should
not be taken into account) and if these marks are not obtained from 100 marks
then it should be as much as 100 marks. (Student has to convert marks from 100).
5. Students of all other boards except GSEB Board who have appeared for the Std.
12 examination outside the State of Gujarat will have to obtain a Provisional
Eligibility Certificate from the Gujarat University and upload it at the time of
registration.
6. Students should fill in the required details correctly in the online admission
process and choose the college and subject carefully. Selection of at least 15
groups (not 15 colleges) is minimum requirement while feeing form
7. Students should not share the PIN, serial number, registration number, bank
transaction number etc.. with anyone which they received and keep to oneself.
8. All students in the state have equal access to admission. What district are they
from? It doesn't matter.
9. After the successful completion of the registration process, you will receive
university receipt which will contain details like name, registration number,
serial number, PIN etc., which are very important for you So, you keep it
carefully with you. Don't share it with anyone else. (You will also receive an
SMS from BOSOFTECH for this matter).
10. It is mandatory to upload the mark sheet and all the types of certificates
required online. You do not have to go to the college or university in person to
submit or verify the certificate (documents). The admission to be allotted to the
students will be considered as provisional.

11. For the confusion in filling up the online form, you have to inquire on the
helpline number (page no. 50 to 53 of the booklet) and get clarification.

